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These are unusual times. Nevertheless, TVVL and the CLIMA 2022 organising committee
have started preparation work tor REHVA's 14th HVAC World Congress CLIMA 2022 to be
held May 22-25 in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Three members of the organising
committee are interviewed to give a short update about the status quo. These three
persons are: Olaf Oosting (TVVL board representative), Lada Hensen Centnerová
(congress vicepresident), and Atze Boerstra (congress president).

What kind of preparation work have
you been involved in over the last
couple of months?

Any ideas on how the corona pandemie
wil/ impact the 2022 edition of the
CL/MA congress?

Atze: 'One of the main issues was the congress loca
tion. We have been in close contact with the Rotterdam
Ahoy Convention Center (RACC) since autumn
2019. Their new entrance building is more or less
ready now and can be visited, virtually, here: https://
lichtstorm.com/pano/ahoy/. We have not signed the
flnal contract yet as with the corona pandemie things
are far from normal. Luckily, they have been ultra
flexible with us. They, like us, are determined to make
a success of the CLIMA congress, no matter what.

Atze: 'Apart from all the impracticalities and uncertain
ties caused by COVID-19: this pandemie has, of course,
led to all kinds of new questions about the transmission
of airborne infectious diseases that are of utmost impor
tance to our field. So, naturally, during the congress, we
will schedule an ample amount of time to discuss and
learn about HVAC systems and other building services
to help limit the transmission of corona (and other)
viruses in buildings. I am pretty sure that at least one
of our keynote speakers will talk about this.'
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News
When wil/ the call for abstracts and
workshops go out?
Lada: 'We have adjusced the original schedule a liccle
due to COVID-19. Nobody knows whac will happen
the coming months, whecher, for example, we will
have an effective vaccine half a year from now, whecher
CLIMA participants will be able to come to Rotterdam
without any cravel restrictions or if chey will prefer to
join us online. Thac is why we have decided to set the
deadline for submission of abstracts and workshops to
just ten months before the conference. This will also
provide everyone with better opportunities to submit
information about the most recent advances!
For more information, see the schedule below:
Call for abstracts

1 March 2021

Submission deadline for abstracts

15 September 2021

Acceptance of Abstracts

8 October 2021

Deadline for full paper submission

10 January 2022

Acceptance of papers

15 February 2022

Is it still possible to join as a sponsor?
Olaf: 'Via our TVVL channels buc also via REHVA's
Supporters Commitcee on behalf of TVVL, I have
approached sponsors with the help ofJuan Traversi and
Anita Derjanecz, amongsc ochers.
We have already received several positive reactions and
are looking for additional sponsors for the different
topics. If you want to be a main sponsor, please contact
us quickly. If your company feels hesitant because of
the COVID sicuation, please contact me to discuss the
possible options. I, Olaf Oosting, am available at ooo@
valscar-simonis.nl

Explain in a few words why we should
come to Rotterdam in 2022?
Lada: 'I am confident chat we will come up wich a very
interesting program, with enough time to exchange the
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lacest research, interactive workshops and a line-up with
very inspiring keynote speakers. That alone should be
a good reason to come to Rotterdam or join us online
and attend CLIMA 2022.'
Olaf: 'As Organising Committee we will discuss the
impact of the pandemie during every meeting. We
are doing everyching we can to welcome at least 700
in-person visitors at the congress. The Necherlands
in genera! and Rotterdam, in particular, are very well
equipped for a congress like CLIMA 2022. Not just
in terms of international accessibiliry (e.g. train and
plane connections) and the high quality of our service
industry (e.g. hotels and restaurants). But also in
more (multi)cultural terms and organisational expe
rience. Just come over to Rotterdam and enjoy our
beautiful city!'
Atze: 'Some of my most beautiful professional memo
ries are directly related to the 50 or so conferences and
congresses chat I have attended so far. ldeally, events like
these are about quality science and new ideas but ALSO
about spending good time together and making new
friends. So we will not just focus on valuable content
but also on what we call 'the feelgood vibe'. I promise
chat if you do decide to come to Rotterdam, you will
most cercainly return home with some good memories
of your own and a smile on your face.'
For more information, please subscribe to our news
letter on clima2022.org and we will keep you updated
on the 14th REHVA World Congress CLIMA 2022. ■
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